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Perhaps it shouldn't be a surprise, since it is the largest
private employer in the United States, but Walmart
periodically has made headlines because someone has
accused the discount retailer of discrimination. For
instance, the company not long ago reached a settlement
in a federal lawsuit that charged the company with racial
discrimil}ati'on. According to the class-action lawsuit,
thousands of black applicants were repeatedly denied
jobs as truck drivers over a period of seven years. The
settlement requires hiring some of these individuals
and notifying others as positions become available.
Walmart also promised that it would try harder to recruit
minorities.

A more recent settlement involved allegations of
discrimination against women. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission charged the company with
turning down female applicants to fill orders in its dis-
tribution center in London, Kentucky, even though they
were at least as well qualified as the male applicants who
were hired. According to the lawsuit, those whose names
on job applications were clearly female were not consid-
ered for the positions. The basis for the conclusion was
that there was a statistically significant pattern of hiring
males and turning down females.

A female job applicant added details of her experi-
ence: Brenda Overby said an interviewer asked her if
she could lift a ISO-pound bag of potatoes over her head.
She said no, and she recalled later that the interviewer
responded that "women weren't needed" to work in the
warehouse. Overby went on to find a warehouse job
at another company, performing work similar to what
Walmart required.

In this settlement, Walmart agreed to pay $11.7 mil-
lion, most of it to be distributed among the plaintiffs, and
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to hire women for 50 of the warehouse's order-filling posI-
tions, as well as every other position of the next 50 that
become available. It also agreed to avoid discrimination, to
make hiring decisions based on validated interview ques-,
tions, and to give its employees training in how to avoid
discrimination.

As it faces these challenges among hourly employees,
Walmart is also tackling the challenge of bringing more
diversity to its management ranks. The company has
assembled a women's council consisting of 14 members
from each of the retailer's global markets, tasked with find-
ing ways to bring in more female managers. So far, about
one-fourth ofWalmart's senior managers are women. This
statistic is surprising, considering that the company has
said about 8 out of 10 Walmart shoppers are women.
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Questions
1. According to this case, which employment laws has

Walmart been accused of violating? How might it have
avoided those charges?

2. Which challenge do you think will be more difficult
for Walmart: diversifying its top-management ranks or
ending charges of discrimination? Why?

3. Do you think more diversity among its executives
would help Walmart avoid problems with discrimina-
tion? If so, how? If not, why not?


